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ABSTRACT
The Midcontinent Rift System (MCRS) is a 1.1 billion-year-old failed rift system that spans much
of the North American continental interior. The MCRS is exposed at Lake Superior and is buried in the
subsurface along its southwest-extending arm through southeastern Nebraska. Due to the presence of
buried volcanic rocks, the MCRS has characteristic highly-pronounced potential field anomalies (gravity
and magnetic). Despite these large anomalies, not much is known about the subsurface faulting
associated with the rift zone in the Midwest. The goal of this project is to attempt to use integrated
analysis of collected geophysical data from multiple methods to image one bounding fault of the MCRS.
This study examines a predicted bounding fault of the MCRS in Saunders County near Yutan,
NE, by utilizing gravity, magnetic, and refraction/reflection seismic methods. In total, 16 gravity and 42
magnetic measurements along the profile were collected by researchers from the Lincoln and Omaha
campuses of the University of Nebraska. Three seismic records were collected over the predicted fault. In
addition to the fieldwork performed in Yutan, the data from 18 exploration wells from the Nebraska Oil &
Gas Conservation Commission (NOGCC) were used to constrain the model, which was also correlated
with a published cross-section of southeastern Nebraska.
All necessary gravity and magnetic corrections were applied to the potential field data, allowing
for the derivation of the gravity and magnetic anomalies. These anomalies, along with seismic
interpretations and prior published information about the subsurface, were used for the development of a
cross-sectional model that attempted to match the measured potential field anomalies. The model
consisted of several layers, constrained by seismic and well data; however, the depth of penetration from
the seismic results was too shallow to image the fault. The deepest boundary interpreted from the seismic
data was the base of the unconsolidated sediments, the thickness of which agrees with published well
data. Based on interpretations of the gravity and magnetic anomalies, two possible locations for the
subsurface fault were modeled, one of which corresponds to a published predicted location; however,
there was not enough data to resolve between them to determine a unique interpretation. The conclusion
was that more geophysical data must be collected in order to more accurately determine the fault’s
location. Despite the fact that values from measured gravity surveying differed from previously
published studies, this project served as a test for the UNL geophysics team to practice acquiring data in
the field using multiple instruments. The findings and experiences from this project will be used for
future fieldwork.
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INTRODUCTION
This study focuses on the Midcontinent Rift System (MCRS), which is a major lithospheric
feature that dominates the interior of the North American craton. Its stratigraphy is solely exposed in the
Lake Superior region and it extends southwest towards Oklahoma and southeast through Ohio in a
horseshoe shape, as seen in Figure 1a (Van Schmus and Hinze, 1985; Stein et al., 2014). The western arm
of the MCRS stretches through southeastern Nebraska, which served as the field location for this study
(shown as the star in Figure 1a and 1b).

1a)

1b)

Figure 1a) Bouguer Gravity map of the Midcontinent Rift (Stein et al., 2014). The location of the
Grenville orogeny, credited with ending the period of rifting forming the MCRS, is indicated on the
map. The star indicates the location of this study’s field site (shown in more detail in Figure 2). The
legend for the gravity readings is shown to the right.
Figure 1b) Map of the western limb of the rift showing the location of the MCRS (Burberry et al.,
2012). The western arm is composed of interior igneous rocks (orange) and surrounding clastic rocks
(yellow). Uncategorized basin fill occurs only in the eastern arm (light orange). In Nebraska, these
rocks are covered by younger sedimentary rocks. Red lines are major basement faults. The black box
was part of the study of the MCRS by Burberry et al. (2012). The star indicates the location of the
study area for this project.
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OBJECTIVES
This study of the Midcontinent Rift System has three primary objectives:
1) To acquire three geophysical datasets, namely seismic, gravity, and magnetic data, along the profile
crossing the predicted fault;
2) To process the data by applying standard geophysical corrections to gravity and magnetic readings, and
by digitizing various seismic events in seismic records. The resultant geophysical anomalies and
determined seismic stratigraphy will be used for further integrated modeling.
3) To develop a cross-sectional model that displays the subsurface geometry of the MCRS beneath the
fieldwork profile, emphasizing the location and nature of the fault.

GEOLOGIC SETTING
The interior rocks of the MCRS are the youngest Proterozoic rocks in the North American craton
(Bickford and Van Schmus, 1986), consisting broadly of basalts and gabbros. The massive volume of
basalt in the interior is indicative of thermal activity in the mantle leading to disruptions in the overlaying
sedimentary crust, accounting for the presence of such large amounts of igneous rocks in its interior (Van
Schmus and Hinze, 1985). This period of volcanic activity was followed by the deposition of syn-rift
volcanogenic clastic sediments, all of which is buried under kilometers of Phanerozoic sediment in the
Midwest (Van Schmus and Hinze, 1985; Behrendt et al., 1988).
The most conventionally accepted age of the MCRS’s formation is approximately 1.1 Ga, in
which diverging microplate boundaries in Precambrian North America led to the formation of its
distinctive “arms” (Stein et al., 2018). The formation of the MCRS has been linked to the rifting of
Laurentia and Amazonia by paleomagnetic data and geochronologic dating of volcanic rocks in the
interior of the MCRS (Stein et al., 2014). The emergent MCRS underwent extension as an active rift
system until its development was halted by later stages of the Grenville Orogeny (see Figure 1a).
Ongoing compression events throughout the Paleozoic have reactivated many normal faults within the
MCRS that had formed during its initial extension (Burberry et al., 2015; Bickford and Van Schmus,
1986). Figure 2a shows a predicted location for some of these faults in southeastern Nebraska (Burberry
et al., 2015), which is the study area of this investigation.
Since its 1943 discovery by Wollard (Van Schmus and Hinze, 1985), geophysical investigations
of the MCRS have been performed in attempts to analyze its structure and geology. Due to being buried
beneath layers of Phanerozoic sediment, the structure of the MCRS is only effectively observable through
geophysical methods. It exhibits a prominent increase in gravity readings that has been historically
known as the Midcontinent Gravity Anomaly and is one of the most readily-distinguishable features of
the MCRS (see Figure 1a; Behrendt et al., 1988). A similar large magnetic anomaly in the MCRS is due
to the presence of buried ancient volcanogenic rocks (Van Schmus and Hinze, 1985) with a higher
content of magnetic minerals, resulting in a significant magnetic susceptibility contrast with the host
rocks. Seismic surveys of the MCRS conducted through organizations such as COCORP (Consortium of
Continental Reflection Profiling) and GLIMPCE (Great Lakes International Multidisciplinary Program on
Crustal Evolution) in the 1980s (Serpa et al., 1984; Behrendt et al., 1990) have provided a snapshot of
some of the subsurface structures of the MCRS (Berendsen, 1997; Whitmeyer and Karlsrom, 2007);
however, due to the financial burden of collecting seismic data at the required depths, this coverage is
limited. As a result, gravity and magnetic surveying are the two most dominant approaches to studying
the MCRS, given the large identifiable anomalies produced by the MCRS in both potential fields (Woelke
and Hinze, 1991).
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Figure 2a) Google Earth Pro constructed map of study area near Yutan, Nebraska, a small town
located between Lincoln and Omaha. White diagonal lines are predicted locations of major MCR
faults (Burberry et al., 2015), and the pink line in the east is the profile a cross-section from a reference
study (Korus et al., 2012), spanning from Thurston to Pawnee Counties. The blue line is the profile
line for the gravity and magnetic data collection gathered during fieldwork during November 18, 2017.
An enhanced view of this profile line and the data points along it is provided in Figure 2b on the
following page.
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2b)

Seismic
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Figure 2b) Zoomed-in view on the Yutan fieldwork profile line. Each dot represents a sampled
data point along the profile line, with red indicating a gravity reading and white a magnetic reading.
Two magnetometers were used, but both performed their readings at the same points. The orange
line slightly to the west of the profile line is the location of the seismic spread.
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STUDY OVERVIEW AND WELL DATA
In this study, multiple geophysical field methods were used to determine if we can constrain the
location of a buried fault associated with the MCRS. Our study area is centered on a proposed boundary
fault of the MCRS (Burberry et al., 2015) near Yutan, Nebraska, west of the Platte River. This fault has
been mapped using core data from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) (Lugn, 1934; Korus et
al., 2012) and geophysical anomalies (Burberry et al., 2015; Stein et al., 2018); however, due to the
spacing of the boreholes and the resolution of the historical geophysical data, there is some uncertainty in
the exact location and orientation of the fault. The neighborhood in our study area features a main road
(the blue line in Figure 2b) that extends south over the predicted fault, along which the survey profile was
established. Gravity and magnetic measurements were taken with differing intervals along this profile
line (red and white circles in Figure 2b). In addition, a shorter seismic array was laid out on the west side
of the main road, crossing over the predicted location of the fault. This profile is aligned with the shorter
orange line visible in Figure 2b.
The pink line in Figure 2a corresponds to a reference cross-section produced by the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln’s Conservation and Survey Division (Korus et al., 2012), which has roughly the same
longitudinal trend as the survey profile line established in Yutan. The layers in this cross-section
(hereafter labelled the Korus cross-section) were determined by analyzing a series of dry wells throughout
eastern Nebraska from the NOGCC (Nebraska Oil & Gas Conservation Commission); in addition, various
shallower observation wells were used to determine thicknesses of the underlying strata. These shallower
wells that were most frequently consulted are listed in Table 1. The fault seen in this cross-section
indicates the displacement of the subsurface layers. The same wells were used to constrain the subsurface
in this study (data listed in Appendix A). This reference cross-section is shown in more detail in Figure 3.
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Figure 3a) Reference cross-section of North-South profile spanning Thurston – Johnson Counties in
eastern Nebraska, produced by the UNL Conservation and Survey Division (Korus et al., 2012). Only
the segment from Douglas – Saunders Counties pertained to the study area of this project. This crosssection provided information regarding layer thicknesses, lithologies, and nearby wells, all of which
were used as constraints when developing the model for the study area’s subsurface. Although this
profile was taken east of where the Yutan Profile line was (Figure 2a), the geology is assumed to be
the same as the distance between the two profiles is negligible (2 mi) and both pass over the bounding
fault of the MCRS (this is the fault depicted in the Korus cross-section). The model developed off the
data from the Yutan profile utilizes the same layers seen in the Korus cross-section and the NOGCC
wells, although some layers in the integrated model had to be combined in order to work around the
modelling software’s technical limitations.
Figure 3b) Enhanced look at the formations in the Korus cross-section comprising the subsurface,
which are expected to be seen in the Yutan profile and act as constraints when designing the crosssectional model using the GRAVMAG software (Burger et al., 2006). The red box indicates the
approximate location of the survey line near Yutan (see Figure 2). Elevation on the left-hand side is
listed in ft above sea level. Wells 5 and 6 are circled and their encountered layers are listed in Table 1.
Figure 3c) Legend for the layers comprising the subsurface in the Korus cross-section.
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Table 1) The well descriptions for wells 5 (top) and 6 (bottom) from the reference cross-section by
Korus et al., (2012). These two wells, circled in Figure 3b, respectively occur north and south of the
survey line in Yutan. These wells provide high-resolution lithological information regarding the
uppermost layers of the cross-section, namely the unconsolidated layer (further imaged through
seismic surveying) and the underlying clastic, gravel, and sandy layer (named Gravel/Sands in the
integrated analysis model).
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The NOGCC (Nebraska Oil & Gas Conservation Commission) has published dry geologic well
data for Saunders, Sarpy, and Douglas Counties in southeastern Nebraska on a public-access online
database (http://www.nogcc.ne.gov/NOGCCPublications.aspx), and data from this database were
consulted to provide additional constraints for depths of subsurface interfaces. The 18 wells nearest the
fieldwork profile lines in Saunders County were investigated (the blue circles in Figure 4), and their
latitude, longitude, total depth, and depths to each interface were recorded from the NOGCC’s GIS data
mining site (listed in Appendix A). These depth values were uploaded to Google Earth Pro at their
corresponding latitudes and longitudes, and act as solid constraints for the locations of various geologic
formations in the subsurface. These depth constraints and the Korus cross-section shown in Figure 3
provide the fundamental data for this paper’s geologic interpretation of the subsurface.

Nygren 44-33

Figure 4) Google Earth Pro view of the location of the NOGCC (the Nebraska Oil & Gas Conservation
Commission) wells in southeastern Nebraska. These wells (the blue dots) were obtained from a public
database provided by the NOGCC, and they provide information regarding the depths and organization
of the layers of the subsurface. The yellow dots are wells exclusive to the Korus cross-section,
focusing on recent surficial sediment deposits rather than the deeper Paleozoic layers that the NOGCC
wells encounter. The circled and labelled wells are the ones that were most relied on to constrain the
depths to the layers used for the final integrated model of the Yutan profile’s subsurface. The pink line
indicates the extent of the Korus cross-section (Korus et al., 2012), while the blue line under Yutan
shows the location of the Yutan profile. The white lines are the predicted locations of the faults in the
MCR (Burberry et al., 2015).
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METHODOLOGY
The three primary geophysical methods utilized in this investigation are seismology, gravity
surveying, and magnetic surveying. The data for all three methods were collected. A reference profile
that crosses over the predicted location of the bounding fault of the Midcontinent Rift (Korus et al., 2012),
along with well data from the NOGCC (Nebraska Oil & Gas Conservation Commission) were utilized to
constrain the geologic interpretation.
In Figure 5, the surveying equipment utilized for conducting the three primary geophysical
methods is described.

5b)
5a)

5c)
5d)

Figures 5a – 5d) the geophysical
surveying equipment used during the
fieldwork in Yutan, Nebraska.
Figure 5a) Geometrics Smart Seis
seismometer; used a 120 ft long profile
of 12 geophones evenly spaced 10 ft
apart.
Figure 5b) Scintrex CG-5 Autograv
gravimeter; this instrument requires a
stop-and-go approach to accurately set
up and record with, resulting in slower
data acquisition.
The instrument’s
readings also begin to drift with
extended use, requiring a drift
correction to be computed.
Figure 5c) Scinrex ENVI Cs
magnetometer; one variety of the
portable magnetometers that relies on
cesium interacting with the ambient
field to provide fast and accurate
measurements
Figure 5d) Scintrex ENVI Pro
magnetometer; the other variety of
portable magnetometer utilized.
It
emits
electromagnetically-charged
protons to measure magnetic field.
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SEISMIC
Seismic surveying was conducted along a shorter profile over the predicted fault (seen as the
orange line in Figure 2b). The seismic array utilized 12 geophones, and the total line length was 120 ft
(36.576 m), with a 10 ft (3.048 m) regular geophone spacing interval. Source energy came from a student
swinging a sledgehammer against a metal strike plate, the location of which could vary within the profile
based on the intended shot type (Figure 6a). One shot had the strike plate situated 10 ft before geophone
1 (an end-source shot). Two more shots had the strike plate situated 5 ft between geophones 6 and 7 (a
center-source shot).
The kinetic energy of the hammer colliding with the plate (Figure 6a) produces seismic waves
that travel in all directions through the subsurface. Upon contacting an interface between rock units in the
subsurface, the seismic waves refract and reflect, partitioning some energy that eventually reaches the
surface where it is recorded by geophones. The P-wave velocity which these waves travel within each
layer is dependent on the lithology and density of each layer, with the lower layer typically having a
higher velocity. The factor determining how much of the energy gets reflected and refracted is the
acoustic impedance, which is the product of density and velocity (Burger et al., 2006).
There are three types of recorded seismic waves (Figure 6b). The direct seismic waves travel in a
single direction and sequentially reach all geophones. Reflected waves, which travel at an angle, reach an
interface and are then reflected surface-wards at the same angle. Lastly, refracted waves, that approach
the interface at the critical angle, refract into the underlying layer and then continue propagating at the
velocity of the second faster layer along the interface, while losing some of the energy that propagates
upwards at the critical angle. The raypaths of these seismic events can be seen in Figure 6b.
Due to the difference in path directions for these seismic events, they are recorded by the
geophones at differing times. An example travel-time plot, a graph that plots the times at which each
geophone records the seismic waves, is shown in Figure 6c. The velocities of the seismic waves can be
interpreted from the slopes of the events within a travel-time plot (Burger et al., 2006). Using the
measurements from the graph, the depths to each interface can be calculated using the following equation
(Burger et al., 2006):
1
𝑣2 𝑣1
ℎ = ( 𝑡𝑖 ) ∗
2
√(𝑣2 2 − 𝑣1 2 )
where ti = the time-intercept of the critically-refracted wave in seconds, v1 and v2 are the P-wave
velocities of the first and second layers respectively.
For the seismic surveying, it was decided to perform one end-source shot with the metal plate
source before geophone 1 and two center-source shots with the plate source between geophones 6 and 7.
Going between the two would not disturb the geophone line itself; only the location of where the source
was located would change. The end-source shot was referred to as Line EO, and the center-source shots
were called Lines SSa and SSb respectively. The usage of a center-source shot was done to determine if
the immediate subsurface layers are tilted.
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6a)
Figure 6a) The author of this paper using a sledgehammer
to strike a metal plate, providing the energy for the seismic
surveys.

Figure 6b) A 2-layer cross-sectional view of the raypaths
for the three seismic events for P-waves as they travel
through the subsurface. (Lillie, 1999)

6b)

6c)

Offset (m)

Time (ms)

Figure 6c) Travel-time plot for the
three seismic events seen in Figure 6b.
The velocities of each event can be
determined by taking the reciprocal of
the plotted event’s slope. Critically
refracted waves require a second layer
of higher velocity than the overlying
layer. (Lillie, 1999)
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GRAVITY
Gravity surveying was conducted using a Scintrex CG-5 Autograv gravimeter (seen in Figure 5b),
measured at specific points along the 2334 ft (713 m) profile line outlined in Figure 2a. The profile
location runs south through the main road crossing over a predicted fault of the Midcontinent Rift
(Burberry et al., 2015). The longitudinal variation in the profile is minimal. At 16 separate points along
the profile, measurements of the latitude, longitude, elevation were taken on a handheld GPS, and two
readings of relative gravity were recorded off the gravimeter (except for point 12, where only one reading
was taken). The end of the gravity profile was reached at point 11, at which point the gravimeter was
taken back up along the profile towards the starting location, sampling an additional four points along the
way. The final data point taken was at the same exact location as the first reading in the gravity profile.
These gravity readings were then averaged together so that each data point had one more precise relative
gravity value associated with it. Afterwards, the latitude, longitude, and elevation for each of the 16
points were double-checked and replaced with more accurate values using Google Earth (see Appendix
B).

Gravity Ties
The Scintrex CG-5 Autograv is a relative gravity measuring device, so it is mandatory to tie its
readings with an absolute gravity base station. The base station used was IGSN71, located at the Lincoln
Airport (LNK), and its absolute gravity reading is 980199.611 mGal. Three days prior to the fieldwork,
an absolute gravity reference station was established at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) by
tying the gravity reading done at the UNL Bell Tower on City Campus.

Average
Relative
Gravity
Reading
11/15/2017 (mGal)
UNL 1
3337.224
LNK
3319.185
UNL 2
3337.468

Time
(UTM)
17:28:26
20:03:37
20:54:22

Time
Elapsed
since
First
Reading
(sec)
0
9260.837
12440.2

Drift
Correction
(mGal)
0
0.181590872
0.243933333

Drift
Corrected
Relative
Gravity
Reading
(mGal)
3337.224
3319.003
3337.224

Table 2) Gravity ties between the absolute base station at Lincoln Airport (LNK) and the Bell Tower at
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL).
The gravimeter used is subject to instrument drift, so its readings had to be drift-corrected after
the measurements in the field were performed. The first part of this process involved applying a drift
correction (DC) to the readings taken at UNL the first time, then at LNK, then at UNL the second time to
account for instrument drift that accrued during the gravimeter’s usage. The DC is the product of the
instrument’s rate of drift and the time elapsed. In Table 2, the average relative gravity readings taken at
UNL the first and second time and at the visit to LNK in between are listed. Each location then has its
drift correction subtracted from it to turn it into a drift corrected reading, in the last column. This drift
correction process can be verified because the two UNL values are identical.
Once the relative readings had been corrected for drift, it was possible to determine the offset
between the relative gravity reading at LNK with the known absolute gravity at LNK. This allowed the
absolute gravity value known at that station (980199.611 mGal) to be equated to the relative reading the
gravimeter recorded at the same station (3319.003 mGal). Because of the 1:1 relationship between
14

relative and absolute gravity readings, this allowed the absolute gravity value for the UNL base station to
be determined as 980217.832 mGal.
Once all the Yutan gravity points were gathered, they could be converted to absolute gravity
values by the same procedure. With UNL established as a reference absolute base station, the Yutan
relative gravity values survey (Appendix B) could then be converted into absolute gravity readings.
However, there is a discrepancy between the first and last points’ absolute gravity values, which were
taken at the same point (Points 1 and 16, highlighted in red in Appendix B). They disagree as a result of
instrument drift that accumulated during the gravity surveying. To correct this, additional local drift
corrections were performed in reference to points 1 and 16. The difference in readings between points 1
and 16 was then divided by the amount of time spent using the gravimeter in Yutan to find the rate of
local drift the instrument experienced during the survey in milligals per second. Each reading in Yutan
could be drift corrected by multiplying this drift rate by the amount of time elapsed since beginning the
gravity surveying in Yutan (Burger et al., 2006) , and the drift-corrected readings were listed separately.
The results of this drift-correction procedure and the true absolute gravity values for the 16 Yutan gravity
data points are listed in Appendix D. These values will serve as the true gravity readings with which the
remaining geophysical corrections can be applied during analysis of results.

Gravity Corrections
To measure the anomalous gravity values due solely to the subsurface structure of the MCRS,
additional geophysical corrections had to be performed (Burger et al., 2006; Lillie, 1999). The theoretical
gravity values (accounting for latitude correction) were computed using the equation standardized by the
Geodetic Reference System 1967, GRS67 (Burger et. al, 2006), which is listed below, where φ = latitude
of the data point.
𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 = 978.03185 ∗ (1 + 0.00527889 ∗ ((sin 𝜑 ∗

𝜋 2
𝜋 4
) ) + 0.000023462 ∗ (sin 𝜑 ∗
) ∗ 103
180
180

The theoretical gravity values calculated from this equation were subtracted from the measured
drift-corrected absolute gravity values. Then, free-air correction (FAC) was found for each point by using
the following equation from Burger et al., (2006) where h is the point’s elevation in meters.
𝐹𝐴𝐶 = −0.3086ℎ
This results in the free-air gravity anomaly when removed from the difference between measured
drift-corrected absolute gravity value and theoretical gravity value. Finally, Bouguer correction (BC) was
found for each point using the equation below (Burger et al., 2006; Lillie, 1999):
𝐵𝐶 = 2𝜋𝐺ℎ𝜌
where G is gravitational constant (6.67408 * 10-11 m3kg-1s-2), density (ρ) of the rocks above sea level was
assumed to be 2670 kg/m3, and h is the elevation above sea level in m.
When subtracted from the free-air anomaly, it provides the Bouguer anomaly. All gravity
corrections and corresponding anomalies are listed in Appendix E. The free-air anomaly values were
used as the primary gravity signal in the integrated analysis model, while the Bouguer anomaly was used
to compare the results of the gravity surveying with published values from the USGS (Kucks, 1999).
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MAGNETIC
Two types of magnetometers were used for the magnetic surveying component of the fieldwork.
The first was a Scintrex ENVI Pro magnetometer (Figure 5c), which operates by emitting protons that
interact with the magnetic field of the subsurface rocks (ENVI Pro Manual, 2009). The second was
Scintrex ENVI Cs magnetometer (Figure 5d), which uses optically-pumped polarized cesium atoms to
interact with the ambient magnetic field of subsurface rocks (ENVI Cs Manual, 2012). The usage of two
different magnetometers enabled more precise data acquisition at each point along the profile.
Magnetic surveying was conducted along the same line as the gravity surveying (Figure 2a). The
profile line consisted of 44 data points spaced at 50 ft intervals. At each location, three magnetic readings
(in nT) were recorded (listed in Appendix F). Afterwards, to account for the noise in the signals, the three
readings were averaged to produce a more precise value for each data point. Only a single point out of
the 44 had its latitude and longitude recorded, so the coordinates for the rest of the points had to be
interpreted in Google Earth Pro using the 50 ft interval. The result is the straight line of magnetic data
readings seen in Figure 2b. Diurnal variations were not taken into account in this investigation due to the
survey’s short time span.
Two different online magnetic calculators were used to compute the ambient magnetic field for
the study area.
The first was the NOAA Magnetic Field Calculator (seen in Figure 7a;
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/calculators/magcalc.shtml), and the second was the BGS (British
Geological
Survey)
IGRF
Synthesis
Form
(seen
in
Figure
7b;
http://www.geomag.bgs.ac.uk/data_service/models_compass/igrf_form.shtml). Both operate using IGRF12 (International Geomagnetic Reference Field) to calculate the ambient magnetic field for a particular
coordinate on the day of data acquisition (11/18/2017).
By inputting the elevation, latitude, and
longitude values for each magnetic data point, the inclination, declination, and total magnetic intensity
were calculated for each point along the profile. The results from both calculators are displayed in
Appendix G. There was a noticeable systematic difference of approximately 105 nT between the ambient
field values using these two calculators. Thus two magnetic anomaly values for the Yutan profile were
calculated by subtracting the computed ambient magnetic field readings from the averaged measured
magnetic intensity values obtained from the field (see Appendices F and G).
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7a)

7b)

Figure 7a) The ambient magnetic field calculation screen from the NOAA Magnetic Field Calculator
(https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/calculators/magcalc.shtml). Here, the parameters entered are the
latitude, longitude, and elevation of each data point from the magnetic survey to calculate the
inclination, declination, and total magnetic intensity of the ambient field on the day of the survey
(11/18/2017). The resultant ambient magnetic field values were recorded in Appendix G and used to
calculate one possible magnetic anomaly for the survey profile.
Figure 7b) The ambient magnetic field calculation screen from the BGS IGRF Synthesis Form
(http://www.geomag.bgs.ac.uk/data_service/models_compass/igrf_form.shtml).
The same
parameters were entered into here as the NOAA Magnetic Field Calculator, and the resultant ambient
magnetic field values were calculated and recorded in Appendix G. The magnetic anomaly values
produced using the BGS-computed ambient field were closer to published anomaly values from the
USGS (Bankey et al., 2002), so they were used to develop the integrated analysis model.
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RESULTS
The data gathered from the fieldwork expedition in Yutan, Nebraska, are organized into three
separate categories based on the geophysical methods utilized in this study: seismic, gravity surveying,
and magnetic surveying. To help better analyze the results obtained from fieldwork, the Field Geophysics
Software Suite was utilized (Burger et al., 2006). Of the programs it offered, REFRACT was used to
compute the parameters for the multiple-layers model seen in the seismic surveys, and GRAVMAG was
used to develop an integrated cross-sectional model of the subsurface.

SEISMIC
Three seismic records were acquired in the field (Figure 8a – 8c). A field seismogram was
generated for each record from the array of geophones, depicting the arrivals of seismic P waves at each
of the 12 geophones in the profile. Seismic line EO was an end-source seismic shot, with the source
located 10 ft before geophone 1, while seismic lines SSa and SSb were center-source shots, with the
source located 5 ft between geophones 6 and 7.
For each record, the direct and critically-refracted waves were interpreted. The center of each
peak from each seismic record was digitized (Figures 9a and 10a), and those measured arrival times and
geophone offsets are listed in the tops of Figures 9b and 10b. These measurements were then imported
into the REFRACT seismic software (Burger et. al, 2006) to compute a travel-time plot for both seismic
records (Figures 9b and 10b). This software was used to calculate the slopes and P-wave velocities of
each wave event, as well as calculate the thickness of each layer based on those velocities (the equation
for doing so is listed in the Methodology section). REFRACT was also used to generate a small crosssection that shows the thicknesses of the imaged layers in visual format (Figures 9c and 10c).

Figure 8) (following page) Three seismic records recorded during the seismic survey. Each shot
used the same line of 12 geophones spaced at 10 ft (3.05 m) intervals with a shot delay of -10 s and
a sample interval of 125 μs. The line of geophones was oriented in a straight North-South line
spanning over the predicted fault of the MCR from Burberry et al., (2015) shown as an orange line
in Figure 2b. The source for all shots was a student striking a sledgehammer against a metal plate.
The location of the source differed between Line EO and Line SS.
8a) Seismic Line EO: an end-source shot, with the source located 10 ft before geophone 1.
8b) Seismic Line SSa: a center-source shot, with the source located 5 ft between geophones 6 and
7. Identical setup to Line SSb, and all analysis performed on a center-shot survey was done using
Line SSa.
8c) Seismic Line SSb: a center-source shot, with the source located 5 ft between geophones 6 and
7. Identical setup to Line SSa, so it was consequently omitted from seismic analysis.
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8a)

8b)

8c)
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The Line EO seismogram had its first arrivals interpreted to be in the center of each acoustic peak
occurring along the lines indicating the distance of each geophone in sequence from the source (Figure
9a). Simply by looking at the field seismogram, there is a noticeable change in the slope of the first
arrivals between geophones 6 and 7. From the software’s computations, three wave events were seen
(each marked with a different symbol in Figure 9b). The events progressively shallowed in slope with
increasing distance from the source. Seismic event 1 had a slope of 4.7572 ms/m, event 2 had a slope of
3.0348 ms/m, and event 3 had a very shallow slope of 0.3187 ms/m. Taking the reciprocal of these slopes
provides the velocities for each wave event. Therefore V1 = 210 m/s, V2 = 330 m/s, and V3 = 3130 m/s.
A point of note regarding Line EO’s data is that by adding in an extra point at 0 m and 0 ms to the
event 1 (direct wave), which represents the initial source location and timing, results in the velocity of the
first of 180 m/s. This process also provides a thickness of 2.6 m for the first layer. These are more in line
with the findings based on Line SSa, thereby indicating some temporal error in regards to the “center of
each peak” method of interpreting first arrivals in Figure 9a. However, it was not possible to make this
adjustment in REFRACT without omitting one of the data points. It was also observed that the arrival
time at geophone 7 was potentially misplaced in time (its arrival time was before the arrival times of the
subsequent geophones), causing the third layer’s velocity to be erroneously high. If that point is excluded
from the slope calculation, the velocity of the third layer changes to 2180 m/s, which is more realistic
given the ranges of velocities for sedimentary rocks (Burger et al., 2006). Based on Table 1, there is a
transition to a coarser-grained granitic gravel at depths around 10 m (Korus et al., 2012), so this transition
to a faster velocity layer is sensible, thus validating the presence of a critically refracted wave as the third
wave event seen in Line EO.
As seen in Figure 9c, a three-layer model was derived for Line EO with the aforementioned
velocities using the REFRACT seismic software (Burger et al., 2006). Based on the parameters outlined
in Figure 9b, the depth to the first interface (the thickness of the first layer) was 2.6 m and the depth to
second was 9.5 m. The velocities for the first two layers (180 m/s and 330 m/s) both correspond to the
range of P-wave velocities for coarse unconsolidated sandy sediment (Burger et al., 2006). At a depth of
approximately 12 m, there is an abrupt change to a faster third layer with a velocity of 2180 m/s. The
velocities of the first and third layer resulted from aforementioned corrections to the seismic data.
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9a)

Figure 9a) The digitized interpretations of the arrivals for each geophone along seismic line
EO. Each red tick mark is placed in the center of the first peak that each geophone records.
The time (in ms, along the y-axis) that this tick mark lands on was used as the arrival time
for the geophone at that distance for the REFRACT software model in Figure 9b.
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Figure 9b) The slopes of first seismic arrivals on an x-time plot generated by the REFRACT
seismic analysis software (Burger et al., 2006). The arrival times (given in ms) were the same as
picked out by hand from Figure 9a and the distance (in m) is the distance of each geophone from
the source. Three waves are clearly visible – two direct with slopes of 4.7572 ms/m and
3.0348 ms/m, and one refracted with a slope of 0.3187 ms/m. Velocities were calculated as the
reciprocal of each slope. This results in a 3-layer model, with the first layer having a P-wave
velocity of 210 m/s, the second having a velocity of 330 m/s, and the third having a much higher
velocity of 3130 m/s. However, if the outlier point at geophone 7 is omitted, the velocity of the
third layer drops to a more realistic value of 2180 m/s. If an artificial source point (0 m, 0 ms) is
added for the direct wave (the event shown with red squares), the slope of that event changes,
yielding the velocity of the top layer of 180 m/s and the thickness of the top layer of 2.6 m.
Figure 9c) Cross-section model for the first three layers seen in the subsurface, generated by the
REFRACT seismic software using P-wave velocities calculated for each layer and the computed
thickness of each layer. Thickness of the first layer is 2.6 m, and the thickness of the second
layer is 9.6 m. The third layer is approximated to be infinite in thickness for this cross-section.
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Of the two center-source shots, Line SSb was not analyzed because it was deemed redundant with
Line SSa, as the two relied on the exact same parameters and spreads. Line SSa was analyzed in the same
manner as Line EO. The inclusion of Line SSa allowed for verification of additional parameters
(velocity, thickness, and dip) for the upper layers. Line SSa, being a center-source shot, did not have a
long enough spread to record a critically-refracted wave along the interface of the third layer of higher Pwave velocity. Instead it images a two-layer model, with two events on the left (north) side of the source
and a near mirror image on the right (south) side of the source.
The same “center of the peak” method was used for Line SSa as for Line EO. After digitizing the
interpreted first arrivals of the seismic events at each geophone (Figure 10a), the arrival times and offsets
for each geophone were entered into the REFRACT seismic table (top of Figure 10b). The left side
waves have slopes of -5.9875 ms/m and -2.7975 ms/m, while the right side waves have slopes of
5.6594 ms/m and 3.1168 ms/m. By taking the reciprocals of each of these waves, these work out to be
the following P-wave velocities: First left = 167 m/s; Second left = 357 m/s; First right = 177 m/s; Second
right = 321 m/s. The mismatches between the velocities of the same kinds of waves (first being a direct
wave, second being a refracted wave) could indicate an error associated with choosing the center of each
peak as the method of interpretation, or it could be a result of slight inhomogeneities in the subsurface.
The thickness of the layer on the left side was calculated to be 2.7 m thick; the layer on the right side was
calculated to be 2.5 m thick.
The model generated from the REFRACT software (Figure 10c) only contains two layers, which
is a result of the short offset of Line SSa. The velocities assigned for the layers here were averaged for
both sides of Line SSa, so V1 was set to 172 m/s and V2 was set to 339 m/s. The thickness of the first
layer was also set to 2.5 m, the average of the thickness calculation on both sides of Line SSa. In
actuality, the differences in thickness seen on either side of the source would indicate that the interface
was not horizontal, but instead was dipping towards the right (south). However, REFRACT’s crosssections do not allow for dipping interfaces.
The calculated P-wave velocities differ slightly from each other on either side of the source. The
refractions occur approximately 10 meters away from the source on both sides, and the fastest P-wave
arrival changes from about 170 m/s to 320 – 350 m/s. The depth of the layer corresponding to this new
refraction is approximately 2.5 m, coincident with the depths to the layer of 330 m/s seen in Line EO.
This very slight change in velocity most likely relates to the digitizing error of the seismic travel times.
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Figure 10a) The digitized interpretations for the first arrival times for each geophone along
seismic line SSa. Each blue tick mark is placed in the center of the first peak that each
geophone records, the same interpretation method as done to Line EO. The time (in ms, along
the y-axis) that this tick mark lands on was used as the arrival time for the geophone at that
distance for the REFRACT software model in Figure 10b.
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Figure 10b) The slopes of the first arrivals from Figure 10a plotted on an travel-time plot generated
by the REFRACT seismic analysis software (Burger et al., 2006). The arrival times (given in ms)
were the same as picked out by hand from Figure 10a and the distance (in m) is the offset of each
geophone. The left side begins with a direct wave of slope 5.9875 ms/m, which corresponds to a
Vp1 of 167 m/s, before a refracted wave of slope 2.7975 ms/m (Vp2 = 357 m/s) takes over at the
last three geophones. A similar phenomenon occurs on the right side: first arrival is a direct wave of
slope 5.6594 ms/m (Vp1 = 177 m/s) before being overtaken by a refracted wave of slope
3.1168 ms/m (Vp2 = 321 m/s). The values of corresponding velocities for both layers were
averaged to build the resulting cross-section can be seen in Figure 10c.
Figure 10c) Cross-section model for the first two layers seen in the subsurface. Generated by the
REFRACT seismic software using the averaged P-wave velocities calculated for each layer and the
computed thickness of the first layer. Averaged thickness of the first layer is 2.5 m.
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Both seismic shots are in agreement with a low velocity layer with a velocity of about 170 m/s
that is approximately 2.5 m thick, which then transitions into a slightly faster layer with an average
velocity of 330 m/s. Line EO was able to continue even deeper and see a third layer, the very high
velocity layer occurring at a depth of 12 m. Although this layer was determined to have a velocity over
3000 m/s in Figure 9b, this is most likely erroneously high. The true velocity value is probably closer to
2180 m/s as seen in Figure 9c, found when calculated when correcting for a potential outlier point for
geophone 7 in Figure 9b. Line SSa was unable to penetrate to the same depth as Line EO due to an
insufficient offset on either side of the source.
The depths and velocities determined from both seismic records are in agreement with the depths
and lithologies proposed by Korus et al. (2012) as occurring within the first 30 m of recent sediment.
According to Table 1, at depths of approximately 10 m, there is a geologic change from fine-grained
sediment to coarse-grained gravels that favor a more granitic composition. This would provide an
increase in velocity, in all likelihood being closer to 2000 m/s (Burger et al., 2006).
For future studies, a longer seismic spread is needed to achieve deeper depths of penetration.
Furthermore, the center-source shot proved not to be as useful as the end-source shot, given its limited
depth-ranging capabilities. Taking an additional end-source shot from the opposite end of the spread
would yield better results for future studies to examine the homogeneity and dipping nature of the upper
sedimentary layers.
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GRAVITY
The profile line along which the raw gravity data was collected was 2334 ft long (see Figures 2a
and 2b). Sixteen data points were collected at varying intervals along this profile, and at each point, the
recorded data were latitude, longitude, elevation, and gravimeter reading (Appendix D). Two gravity
readings were gathered at every point (except for point 12 which had only one reading) and averaged after
fieldwork for enhanced precision. At each location the latitude and elevation were determined and used
in calculating the free-air and Bouguer anomalies.
The gravity survey proceeded south along the profile without any regular sort of spacing, instead
taking a reading wherever a large chunk of flat road or a driveway was present. The slow stop-and-go
nature of gravity surveying using the Scintrex Autograv gravimeter accounts for why only 16 data points
were recorded along the profile. In addition, once point 11 was reached at the profile’s end, the
remaining points were taken progressing back up the profile, culminating with point 16 being taken at the
exact same spot as point 1. This enabled drift correction to be accounted for, the procedure of which is
the Methodology section. After the fieldwork, each averaged drift-corrected gravity data point from
Yutan was then tied to an equivalent absolute gravity point based on the UNL-LNK absolute gravity tying
(Table 2). To help with clarity, the gravity data points in Appendix E are listed in order of increasing
distance along the profile, rather than the order in which they were gathered.
Figures 11a and 12a record the free-air and Bouguer gravity anomalies along the profile
respectively. Figures 11b and 12b show the free-air and Bouguer gravity anomalies with their regional
trends removed. The regional trend was calculated by multiplying the slope of the anomaly profile by the
distance of each data point. This trend value was then subtracted from the anomaly values to generate
residual gravity anomalies shown in Figures 11b and 12b. The linear increasing regional trend for both
anomalies is consistent with the increase in density of the subsurface rocks as the profile progresses closer
towards the MCRS’s central axis; it is also consistent with the overall gravity anomaly pattern for the
MCRS shown in Figure 1a.
Figures 11b and 12b were analyzed to predict locations for the bounding fault of the MCRS.
There are two points that show drastic change in the anomalies’ character in both figures, and these
correspond to 169 m and 442 m. As indicated by the arrows in Figures 11b and 12b, these are the most
likely ranges for approximating the fault in the subsurface. Burberry et al. (2015) also predict the
bounding fault to occur at 169 m, providing an additional constraint on the fault’s potential location, as
well as its orientation as a reactivated normal fault. Both potential fault locations were modeled, which is
discussed in the next section. The free-air gravity anomaly was used for the integrated analysis.
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Figure 11a) Free-air gravity anomaly along the Yutan profile. This graph displays how the free-air
anomaly signal changes in response to distance along the survey line (Figure 2). The best indication for
the presence of the bounding fault that the profile had intended to image occurs in the slight decline
around 160 - 180 m, although this is too small a pattern in too short of a span to be certain. This anomaly
signal was used for constraining the subsurface model in the integrated analysis. The straight line
correlates to the regional trend of the free-air gravity anomaly values, equal to the slope of the free-air
gravity anomaly (0.0073 mGal/m) times the distance at each point.
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Figure 11b) Free-air gravity anomaly with the regional trend removed. Trend removal was performed
by subtracting the product of the free-air anomaly’s slope (0.0073) times the distance at each individual
data point from the free-air anomaly. This reveals the peaks and troughs in the free-air data without
being obscured by the increasing trend caused by the MCRS. The two lowest points at 169 m and 442
m are likely candidates for the location of a subsurface fault given the change in character of the
residual gravity anomaly.
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Figure 12a) Bouguer gravity anomaly along the Yutan profile. Similar to Figure 11a, this graph
displays the change in Bouguer gravity anomaly along the Yutan Profile (Figure 2). The trend of
gravity anomaly increasing along the southwards profile crossing into the MCR’s extent is coincident
with expected published trends of gravity anomaly (Woelk and Hinze, 1991), as the increase in gravity
is in accord with the increasing density contrast of the subsurface rocks. The red line correlates to the
regional trend of the Bouguer gravity anomaly values, equal to the slope of the Bouguer gravity
anomaly line (0.0074 mGal/m) times the distance at each point.
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Figure 12b) Bouguer gravity anomaly with the regional trend of the MCRS removed. The procedure
for the trend removal was the same as described for the free-air gravity anomaly. This provides
similar outcomes as Figure 11b, insofar as the points at 169 m and 442 m are pronounced low points
that indicate the likelihood of the fault being present beneath that location (442m is less apparent
than in Figure 12a). The sudden spike down at 700 m was unexplained and needs to be addressed in
the future surveys along this line.
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MAGNETIC
Magnetic data gathered in Yutan, Nebraska, was collected along the same profile line as gravity
data (see Figure 2b) using two magnetometers capable of recording the same data (see Figure 5). Due to
the faster nature of magnetic surveying, 44 data points were collected, and the final results gathered by
both magnetometers have been combined into the same data table (Appendix F). The two magnetometers
recorded similar values and 44 data points were collected and neither instrument had an advantage when
it came to taking readings.
At each data point, three separate readings for magnetic response and noise range (recorded in
nanotesla; nT) were recorded, along with latitude, longitude, and UTM-time. As with gravity surveying,
these three magnetic readings were then averaged into one value per data point after fieldwork was
completed (Appendix G). Two of the 44 data points were discarded as outliers, as field notes indicated
nearby metallic objects nearby when their measurements were taken, producing erroneously high values.
These are marked red in Appendices F and G and are omitted from all further processes using the
magnetic data.
Once all the magnetic readings were averaged along the profile, declination, inclination, and total
magnetic intensity (nT) of the ambient magnetic field for that date (11/18/2017) were determined using
two online magnetic field calculators as described in the Methodology section. As a result of using two
calculators, two possible magnetic anomalies were computed (listed in Appendix G). These two
anomalies were then plotted along the profile (Figure 13).
Based on interpretations of the magnetic anomaly pattern, two possible locations for the bounding
fault of the MCRS were determined. The first location is between 160 – 180 m, while the second is
between 440 – 460 m. These are indicated by the up-down-up nature of the magnetic anomaly responses
indicated in Figure 13, which are patterns that result from a contrast in magnetic susceptibilities, as is
expected in a fault (Burger et al., 2006). These responses do not occur directly over the predicted fault
locations as a result of the southward-shifting trend caused by not reducing the magnetic anomaly to the
pole (retaining the calculated inclination of 68.44 degrees). As a result of the ambient magnetic field’s
non-vertical nature, the magnetic signal of the fault is skewed and does not occur immediately above the
fault. These predicted ranges for the fault locations correspond to the peaks of the free-air and Bouguer
gravity anomaly signals in Figures 11b and 12b, as well as the interpreted distance along the survey
profile by Burberry et al. (2015).
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Main predicted fault signal

Alternative predicted fault signal

Figure 13) Response of the magnetic anomaly along the Yutan profile. The green line is the magnetic
anomaly calculated based on the ambient field determined using the NOAA Magnetic Field Calculator
(see Figure 7a) while the yellow line is the magnetic anomaly based on the ambient field determined
using the BGS IGRF Synthesis Form (Figure 7b). The overall slowly decreasing trend is indicative of
the MCRS (Woelk and Hinze, 1991), as a change in magnetic anomaly indicates a contrast in
magnetic susceptibilities of subsurface rocks (Burger et al., 2006), although the signal itself is highly
erratic with a great deal of noise. Potential locations for the fault include 160 – 220 m (high peak to
low trough) or 390 – 430 m (low trough to high peak). The former is more likely since that favors the
geometry of a normal fault, which have commonly been reactivated within the MCRS (Van Schmus
and Hinze, 1985; Burberry et al., 2015).
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INTEGRATED ANALYSIS
By performing an integrated analysis on the results from the three aforementioned geophysical
methods and correlating them with reference data from observation wells from the NOGCC and published
cross-sections, two geophysical models corresponding to the Yutan profile subsurface were developed
using the GRAVMAG modelling software Field Geophysics Software Suite (Burger et al., 2006).
Both integrated geophysical models contain three core components:
a) A cross-section consisting of several rock layers with different physical properties (Figure 14 and
bottom panel of Figure 15). The proposed bounding fault is clearly seen in the offset of the layers. The
two models differ only in the location of the fault;
b) The observed free-air gravity anomaly and the software-calculated free-air gravity anomaly values
corresponding to the densities of the rocks in the model (center panel of Figure 15);
c) The observed total magnetic anomaly values and the calculated magnetic anomaly corresponding to the
magnetic susceptibilities of the subsurface layers (top panel of Figure 15).
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Figure 14) Cross-sectional model developed using the GRAVMAG software and based off integrated
geophysical analysis from the measurements acquired in Yutan. Legend describing the layers, their
densities, and magnetic susceptibilities is listed on top. The ambient field parameters are also
included, as averaged from their values in Appendix G. The horizontal span is 684 m across, with the
left side being north of the fault and the right side being to the south. The vertical depth is 600 m,
which is the deepest point at which the Precambrian layer is seen by any well plus 50 m.
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Figure 15) Cross-sectional model for Yutan profile with observed and calculated free-air and magnetic
anomaly signals. The location of the fault in this model was informed by predictions from Burberry et
al. (2015) and the decline in gravity anomaly values from 160 – 180 m seen in Figures 11a and 11b.
Additionally, Figure 12a and 12b show a peak in gravity anomaly values at 169 m, indicating likelihood
for the fault to be present there. The other major peak in Figures 12a and 12b corresponds to 442 m,
and a fault could also be present there. Such a model is depicted in Figure 16. The parameters for
designing this model in the GRAVMAG software (Burger et al., 2006) are listed in the legend in Figure
14.
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The modeling software was limited in the number of layers it could include, so only the layers
that were most abundant across the NOGCC wells (Appendix A) were included within the cross-section.
The layers included are (from deepest to shallowest): the Precambrian basement, Upper Arbuckle
Limestone, St. Peter Sandstone, Decora Shale, Galena Dolomite, Ordovician Group, Silurian Group,
Devonian Group, Marmaton Group, Kansas City Group, and Dakota Group. Data was primarily gathered
from the two NOGCC wells located closest to the gravity-magnetic profile, those being Sorenson, Harry
C 1 two miles to the east and Nygren 44-33 eight miles to the west (see Figure 4).
From these well’s stratigraphic data, the “Base of the Kansas City” was renamed to coincide with
the first occurrence of the Marmaton Group, and the Cherokee Group was lumped into the Marmaton
Group; both actions were taken so that the subsurface of the modelled cross-section would better align
with the stratigraphy used in the cross-section by Korus et al. (2012). The Cherokee Group was excluded
because it has eroded away at the study area (Korus et al., 2012). The Kansas City-Lansing Groups
(Pkcl) and Marmaton-Pleasanton Groups (Pmp) were grouped together as the Pennsylvanian layer model,
given their similarities in physical properties – both are Pennsylvanian dolomites. The thickness of the
sand and gravel layer in the Korus cross-section (Figure 3a) is likely due to its location in a river valley at
a lower elevation than the Yutan profile (Figure 2a), which is on the western hill banking said river
channel. Consequently, the sand and gravel layer in the model (labeled Gravel/Sands) was reduced
significantly in thickness compared to the Korus cross-section.
Since the first two layers from the seismic records had similar velocities, they were combined into
the Unconsolidated layer. To facilitate its low P-wave velocities, the layer was assigned the lowest
density of 1.70 g/cc. The Sand and Gravel layer present for the first 100 ft in the Korus cross-section is
heavily variegated in terms of its lithology, containing several thin beds of differing sediments. Korus
Wells 5 and 6 (the circled wells in Figure 3bc) were able to resolve the minute changes in lithology with
accuracy to within a foot, and these changes are documented in Table 1, although they are treated as one
homogenous layer of sandy gravel in the final model during this study’s integrated analysis. Anything
deeper or older than the Devonian is not included in the Korus cross-section, but is included in the
integrated model based on data from NOGCC wells. The Dakota Group is the youngest named formation
(Cretaceous), with the layers of gravels and sands overlying being recent in age and unconsolidated.
Similarly, to accommodate technical limitations of the GRAVMAG software, formations of
similar lithologies and physical properties were combined into singular layers. The Lansing Group,
Douglas Group, Kansas City Group, and Marmaton Group were combined into the “Pennsylvanian Layer
(blue columns in Appendix A);” the Devonian, Silurian, and Ordovician Formations were combined into
the “Dev/Sil/Ordo Layer (pink columns in Appendix A),” consisting broadly of shales; and the Galena,
Decora, St. Peter Sandstone, and Upper Arbuckle Formations were combined into the “Lower Paleozoic
Layer (purple columns in Appendix A),” as all were early Paleozoic dolomitic and calcareous layers.
These formations were combined according to their similar physical properties, namely density and
magnetic susceptibility, the values of which can be seen listed in Figure 14. To assign the physical
properties for each layer, which were assumed to be homogeneous, an average value for the conventional
range for density and magnetic susceptibility (Burger et al., 2006) was assigned from the descriptions of
the primary lithology of the formations that went into each layer, based on stratigraphic records of Lugn
et al. (1934) and Condra and Bengston (1915). The layers decrease in density as they get shallower in the
subsurface.
The depths for the interfaces comprising the cross-section came from the Korus cross-section
(Figure 3), the well data from the NOGCC (Appendix A), and through interpretations of the gravitymagnetic signals calculated by the software (the blue stars in the gravity and magnetic traces of Figure
15). The Nygren and Sorenson-listed depths for each layers were used to constrain the far left and right
(corresponding to the north and south regions spanning the fault respectively) vertices of each layer.
The thicknesses of the layers of the model (the grouped layers) were thus estimated by subtracting the
depth to the top of the layer from the depth to the base of the same layer. This assumed that there were no
changes in the layers’ thicknesses along the profile, but the estimated values were maintained as best as
possible when developing the model. The Lower Paleozoic was estimated to be 225 m thick on both
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sides; the Dev/Sil/Ordo was estimated to be 87 m thick on both sides; the Pennsylvanian was estimated to
be 131 m thick on the northern (left-hand) side of the fault and thinned to 53 m thick on the southern
(right-hand) side of the fault. This is coincident with the well data from the NOGCC and Korus crosssection regarding these layers, and is likely due to erosion of the upthrown surface.
The thicknesses of the Unconsolidated, Gravel/Sands, and Dakota Group layers were largely
informed by the Korus cross-section and the seismic results. Figures 9c and 10c indicate that the
uppermost layers don’t experience a major velocity change above 330 m/s until approximately 10 m deep.
This therefore set the constraint of the Unconsolidated layer at 10 m thick. The Korus cross-section
(Figure 3a) features the Gravels/Sands as being about 30 m thick. However, the profile line for the Korus
cross-section largely runs through a lower-elevation depocenters at the same latitudes as this study’s
profile, which sits at a higher elevation west of the Platte River. Therefore, it was interpreted that more
recent sediment would be washing towards the Korus study area from the Platte, thereby thickening the
Gravel/Sands beneath their profile significantly. As a result, the Gravel/Sands thickness for the integrated
analysis model was constrained to be approximately 20 – 30 m. Below that depth, the Dakota Group
would begin, which is thinnest over the fault and thickens away from it (in the integrated analysis model,
it was found to fit best thickening northwards). Due to limited available data from wells, no hard
constraints were placed on the Dakota Group’s thickness.
The location of the fault in the subsurface was decided based on predictions by Burberry et al.
(2015), wherein it was predicted to occur at approximately 169 m along the Yutan profile. This
corresponds to the peaks in free-air and Bouguer gravity anomaly values once regional trend due to the
MCRS is removed (the arrows in Figures 11b and 12b). Based on the Korus cross-section, this fault
appears to cut through all the Paleozoic strata and terminates beneath the overlying Dakota Group of the
Cretaceous (Korus et al., 2012). To replicate this structure in the GRAVMAG model, two separate blocks
of the Dakota Group had to be created, with the obvious thickness change of approximately 140 m on the
northern block to approximately 20 m on the southern block, causing the Dakota Group to appear faulted
in the model when this is in all likelihood not geologically accurate. However, it is possible that the fault
reactivations responsible for the upthrow of the hanging wall (Burberry et al., 2015) have also caused the
fault to spread along its axis into the Dakota Group, although this was not possible for the model to
resolve. The orientation of the fault was constrained by the knowledge of it being a normal fault formed
during the initial crustal extension that formed the MCRS (Behrendt et al., 1988), followed by later-stage
compression during a reactivation after the Mississippian (Burberry et al., 2015) that caused the hanging
wall to be upthrown, accounting for the displacement of the older Paleozoic layers in juxtaposition with
the younger strata (Van Schmus and Hinze, 1985).
Developing the geometry of the subsurface layers for the model began with manipulating the
vertices of the Precambrian layer in the GRAVMAG modeling software. Being the only magnetic layer
in the model, the geometry of the Precambrian layer was the only layer dictating the signal trace for the
calculated magnetic anomaly response. To best accommodate a fit with the observed magnetic anomaly,
two portions of Precambrian rock were used, one block representing the felsic Proterozoic granites (Lugn,
1934), given a density of 2.75 g/cc and a magnetic susceptibility of 0.001 cgs; the other block was a
portion of basalt corresponding to the igneous interior of the MCRS, which has been shown to have
Precambrian basalts recording inverse magnetization (Marshall and Lidiak, 1995), so it was assigned a
density of 3.0 g/cc and a magnetic susceptibility of -0.002 cgs; this is within the conventional magnetic
susceptibility for paramagnetic igneous rocks (Burger et al., 2006; Jones, 2018). These two blocks
forming the Precambrian layer of the model were the only blocks to be assigned a magnetic susceptibility
greater than zero. Achieving an exact match for the erratic pattern of the observed magnetic anomaly was
not possible with the scale at which the GRAVMAG software operates, but the usage of the two
magnetized Precambrian bodies provides a close approximation of the observed magnetic anomaly’s
slopes. Two signals in the magnetic anomaly indicate two possible locations for the fault (see Figure 13),
both of which correspond to the gravity anomaly peaks seen in Figures 11b and 12b. Figure 15 shows
the modelled cross-section and its calculated and observed magnetic anomaly signals.
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The interpretation for the fault’s location in the model was based on the peak existing in the
residual free-air and Bouguer gravity anomaly signals 169 m (Figures 11b and 12b). The fault was
interpreted to be oriented as a normal fault with the hanging wall upthrown (Burberry et al., 2015). The
juxtaposition of the denser older layers with the younger layers provides the density contrast that enabled
the increase in gravity anomaly progressing south along the profile. The inclusion of an air-based layer
was done to provide some finer resolution to the top of the model and to offset the fact that the layers
were recorded above sea level. Figure 15 shows the modelled cross-section and its calculated and
observed free-air anomaly response. To best match the growing free-air gravity anomaly towards the
south, the layers in the model had to be dipping northwards at approximately 1 – 1.3 degrees. Although
their dip looks steeper in the cross-section, software calculations between the vertices of each layer’s
block confirm that this dip was maintained.
A secondary potential location for the fault occurs at 442 m in Figures 11b and 12b, with a lesspronounced peak in gravity anomaly values. An alternate model utilizing this location was developed and
is included in Figure 16. In addition to relocating the fault along the profile, the dips of each layer had to
be adjusted to ensure the model matched its potential field signals. Both sides of the model now dip
northwards with a shallower dip of 0.5 – 0.9 degrees. The mismatch in the southern portion of the
magnetic anomaly was not wholly resolvable with the fault located at 442 m; it could be matched better
by raising the magnetic susceptibility of the MCR layer to -0.001 or so. However, this seems implausible
as that would require the felsic Precambrian granites around the MCRS and the mafic volcanic rocks
inside the MCRS to have the same magnetic susceptibility, which is highly unusual given mafic rocks’
favorability for containing magnetic minerals. Any other changes to the subsurface were minor
adjustments to ensure better matching with the potential field signals.
These two models are as constrained as they can be with the data gathered in this study. Figure
15 is preferred since the location of the bounding fault therein corresponds to predictions about the fault’s
location made by Burberry et al. (2015) in addition to the gravity anomaly values without regional trend.
It also produced a better match between calculated and observed magnetic anomaly than Figure 16 did.
To better resolve the fault, more geophysical data needs to be gathered. Future studies should ideally
utilize longer surveying profiles to improve the resolution of the trend caused by the MCRS (Woelke and
Hinze, 1991). Additionally, the inclusion of parallel profile lines would evaluate if the trend persists to
the east and west of this study’s area.
Operating the software proved to be frequently troublesome for a number of reasons. First, the
model would crash if a layer was made too big, too small, too intricate, or assigned an incalculable
geometry. These crashes would often occur in bursts once initiated, causing subsequent crashes to occur
from actions like moving or deleting blocks, changing layer properties, or even resizing the screen’s
window. In addition, the software treats each block as a body in the subsurface, meaning that the span of
the block’s signal is often wider than the block itself. This led to a pronounced edge effect once all the
layers were stacked to model the subsurface, causing massive potential field spikes at the start and end of
the profile. This was mitigated by extending the north and south sides of each layer 3 – 5 km past the
profile, causing the study area to lie in the middle of each super long block, ensuring that the signal is due
solely to the subsurface structure. Lastly, if portions of layers overlap, their potential field signals are
combined, producing a massive anomaly as though both layers were simultaneously in the same location.
The final models presented in Figures 15 and 16 contain no overlapping layers.
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Figure 16) Alternate subsurface model for Yutan profile with observed and calculated free-air and
magnetic anomaly signals. The fault position here is guided by the second location seen in Figure 12
at approximately 440 – 450 m. A better match between expected and observed magnetic anomaly can
be achieved by lowering the MCRS block’s magnetic susceptibility, although this is counterintuitive
since petrologic studies have shown that the igneous interior rocks of the MCRS should have higher
magnetic mineral contents than the surrounding felsic Precambrian rocks (Marshall and Lidiak, 1995;
Jones, 2018).
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DISCUSSION
This was the first major geophysical survey that the Department of Earth and Atmospheric
Sciences acquired with the available instruments. There are many challenges in determining the
subsurface structures along the boundaries of the MCRS that require special consideration before
investigating. While not all of the features of the subsurface were able to be resolved through
manipulation of the GRAVMAG model, the general trends indicating the MCRS were observed in
recorded potential fields (Figures 11 and 13). Both of these trends are geophysical responses that are
expected to occur based on the change in geology as the survey line progresses farther into the MCRS,
where there is an abundance of dense magnetic rocks (Serpa et al., 1984; Behrendt et al., 1990.)
The recorded potential fields were compared with published gravity and magnetic maps from the
USGS (Kucks, 1999; Bankey et al., 2002). As shown in Figure 17 a, the Bouguer gravity values measured
in this study are approximately 40 mGal higher than the one published by Kucks (1999). This offset in
gravity readings indicate the issue with gravity ties that needs to be investigated further. The absolute
gravity base station used for this study was established at LNK after the gravity map of Kucks (1999) was
published. This offset of 40 mGal requires future base station validation with the tie to an alternative
gravity base station in Omaha airport.
Similarly, the magnetic anomaly was also validated against published USGS map (Bankey et al.,
2002). As two alternative ambient fields calculators were used (Figure 7) with the computed values
approximately 105 nT apart, two magnetic anomalies were computed (Figure 13). The NOAA Magnetic
Field Calculator (Figure 7a) produced results that were approximately 105 nT higher than USGSpublished data, as shown in Figure 17b. Based on comparison with the USGS published magnetic data
(Bankey et al., 2002), it was concluded that the BGS IGRF Synthesis Form provided more accurate
results for the magnetic anomaly (the orange line that matches up with the USGS red line in Figure 17b).
Potential explanations for this could stem from the fact that USGS magnetic data is collected via aircraft
flying 305 m above topography (Bankey et al., 2002), whereas this investigation was limited to using
ground-based magnetometers. However, adjusting for this elevation discrepancy in the NOAA Magnetic
Field Calculator only lower the magnetic anomaly by 8 nT, which is insufficient to resolve the apparent
offset.
Determining the location of the fault was an imprecise exercise, given how the regional trend of
the MCRS dominated the gravity anomaly signal (Figures 11a and 12a). The best constraints obtained
were from the free-air and Bouguer gravity anomaly data without the regional trend, which provided two
peaks of anomalous gravity readings at 169 m and 442 m. The 169 m location was consistent with
predicted fault locations from Burberry et al (2015), so it was considered the strongest evidence from this
investigation as to locating the fault in the subsurface. However, the model was not able to accurately
resolve the fault’s location, as an alternative model also yielded the reasonable fit in gravity and magnetic
data. The seismic records were also unable to visualize the layers surrounding the fault, due to an
inability to penetrate to a sufficient depth.
The two GRAVMAG models shown in Figures 15 – 16 are by no means the only possible version
capable of fulfilling the geological and geophysical criteria. There are numerous alternative models that
can also adequately match the gravity and magnetic anomaly data while remaining geologically
consistent. Some of these alterations include, but are not limited to: location of the fault; angle of the
fault; depth of the fault; presence of smaller buried faults or deformations; changing the resolution in
which layers of similar physical properties are combined (if at all); changing the densities and magnetic
susceptibilities of the sedimentary layers (staying within conventional ranges based on their respective
lithologies); introducing lenses or bodies of anomalously high/low physical properties to account for local
highs/lows in the signal; changing the depth or length to which the layers extend off the model’s visible
range. Figure 16 explores a change in the fault’s location, informed by a spike in free-air gravity anomaly
at that location (Figure 12a). Similarly, a higher resolution model could be constructed by not combining
as many of the subsurface layers. This would result in more contrast between the density and magnetic
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susceptibilities for adjacent layers, which relates to the gravity and magnetic signals. This would also
help prevent the layers from being constructed as more homogeneous than they are. The GRAVMAG
software used in this study was unfortunately not powerful enough to accommodate additional layers.
Possible areas for future work include extending the profile line farther south, going deeper into
the MCRS; running an additional profile line parallel to the one done in this paper; increasing the
resolution of the gravity surveying, particularly over predicted locations of faults; using longer seismic
lines to provide better coverage for deeper subsurface layers; relying on more powerful modelling
software to better reflect the geophysical responses of the many distinct layers in the subsurface. It would
also provide a more accurate view of the MCRS’s gravity trend.

17a)

Figure 17a) Comparison between the Bouguer gravity anomaly values measured from the Yutan
profile and published values from the USGS obtained from the same location. USGS values were
obtained from the database used in a geophysical investigation for the state of Nebraska (Kucks,
1999). Continuous offset of approximately 40 mGal relates to gravity ties and requires further
investigation.

b)
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Figure 17b) Comparison between the magnetic anomaly values measured from the Yutan profile and
published values from the USGS obtained from the same location. USGS values (red line) were
obtained from an aeromagnetic study of the continental United States (Bankey et al., 2002).
Continuous offset of approximately 100 nT between NOAA-computed magnetic anomaly (green line),
but ideal match with BGS-computed magnetic anomaly (yellow line). Although both online magnetic
field calculators relied on 12th Generation IGRF, only the BGS-computed anomaly produced results
comparable to published values (see Figures 7a and 7b).

gfdgd
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CONCLUSION
As stated in the introduction, the three primary objectives of this paper were:
1) Acquiring three geophysical datasets, namely seismic, gravity, and magnetic data, crossing the
predicted fault location;
2) Processing the data by applying standard geophysical corrections to gravity and magnetic readings, and
by digitizing various seismic events in seismic records. The resultant geophysical anomalies were used
for further integrated modeling.
3) Utilizing geophysical software to develop a cross-sectional model that displays the subsurface
geometry of the MCRS beneath the fieldwork profile, emphasizing the location and nature of the fault.

Objective 1
The first objective was met. Given how this was the department’s first geophysical field expedition
wherein new geophysical instruments were used to acquire data, the fact that the three datasets were
completed is a sign of success. Seismic, gravity, and magnetic surveying are the three most conventional
geophysical field exploration methods, so being able to generate workable scientific data from the
selected instruments is a good indicator of a successful field expedition. Similarly, this was the first
instance of the GRAVMAG and REFRACT software from Burger et al. (2006) being used in the
department for geophysical analysis and modelling. This investigation proves that this software can be a
utilized for processing and interpreting geophysical data in future experiments. However, there is a rather
steep learning curve associated with it, and the software is notoriously unstable most of the time.
Therefore, it serves as an adequate tool for geophysical investigations, but not optimal.

Objective 2
The second objective involved performing the necessary corrections on the data acquired from
the field so that it could be used as part of the integrated analysis that led to the development of the
model. This objective for each of the three methods was largely met, although each also produced
complications, which are detailed in each subsequent section.
For the seismic survey, the necessary interpretations and calculations enabled the parameters of
the three uppermost layers of the subsurface to be determined. The uppermost layer consists of
unconsolidated sandy sediment at 170 – 210 m/s, the second layers consisted of similar more compacted
sandy sediment at 330 m/s, and the third layer consisted of coarser gravels, sands, and granites that likely
reaches approximately 2000 m/s. These velocities match the range of accepted velocities for layers of
these lithologies as listed by Burger et al., (2006), and they are in agreement with the lithology changes
seen at the correct depths from the wells in the Korus cross-section. However, the seismic data that
reached the third layer contained an outlier that caused the velocity to be calculated as much faster than it
likely is. Furthermore, all three seismic spreads were too short to penetrate the subsurface deep enough to
encounter the fault; therefore, future experiments should rely on seismic survey profiles longer than 120
ft, or utilize a stronger source than a metal strike plate. Additionally, a center-source shot is less effective
than an end-source shot, and multiple of the latter should be conducted, preferably in parallel profiles to
determine additional constraints on the subsurface.
The gravity surveying required an extensive amount of data processing and corrections in order to
convert it into its proper values for analysis. To begin with, gravity ties between UNL and the base
station at LNK Airport were performed so that the values gathered from Yutan could be converted into
absolute gravity readings. From there, the free-air and Bouguer gravity anomaly values were determined.
The free-air gravity anomaly values were then used to help constrain the geometry of the integrated
analysis model. The Bouguer gravity anomaly values were compared to published gravity data from the
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USGS (Kucks, 1999). This comparison showed a consistent significant offset of 40 mGal between the
published gravity data and the measured data from Yutan. This suggests that there was an initial problem
with the chosen base station at the LNK Airport, which is not an official station used by the USGS. The
absolute gravity ties performed by Kucks (1999) relied on an absolute gravity base station located at the
Omaha Airport, which likely accounts for the discrepancy seen between the Bouguer anomaly datasets.
However, the measurements do replicate the expected trend of gravity anomalies increasing while
progressing closer to the central axis of the MCRS (Woelke and Hinze, 1991).
The magnetic surveying required fewer corrections. The ambient field was calculated for each
data point along the profile, and finding that value helped determine the magnetic anomaly’s signal along
the profile, which was also used when developing the integrated analysis model. Two calculators were
used to determine the ambient field values, one by NOAA and one by BGS, and it was the anomaly found
from the BGS-computed values that produced an ideal match with published magnetic anomaly values
from the USGS (Bankey et al., 2002). The NOAA-computed anomaly had a consistent significant offset
with the USGS-published values, despite it also relying on IGRF-12 like the BGS calculator. Another
point to consider is the fact that USGS relies on airborne magnetic surveying, whereas this investigation
relied on two ground-based magnetometers.

Objective 3
The third objective involved developing a suitable cross-sectional model using the GRAVMAG
software to map the surficial location of a bounding fault of the MCRS. The use of well data from the
NOGCC and Korus cross-section enabled the thicknesses of the subsurface layers to be constrained,
although the overall number of layers had to be reduced in order to fit within the software’s limitations.
The lithologies assigned to each layer were based on stratigraphic data from Lugn (1934). These
lithologies informed the physical properties that were assigned to each layer (Burger et al., 2006).
There is an amount of variability with adjusting the depths, thicknesses, and physical properties
of each layer that can still produce a viable model, as the models in Figures 15 and 16 do not offer a
unique solution. The fault that this investigation had intended to image was not pronounced in the gravity
or magnetic anomaly data, but two potential locations were decided upon based on the free-air and
Bouguer gravity anomaly values once regional trend was removed (see Figures 11b and 12b), which also
corresponded to locations in the . Of these two possible locations, the one at 169 m matched the predicted
location by Burberry et al. (2015), so this location was selected at higher confidence. Both possible
locations were modelled in Figures 15 and 16, but the fault was not able to be resolved. The conclusion is
that more data from gravity and magnetic surveying is needed along lengthier profiles parallel to the one
in this study to determine how consistent these potential fault locations are.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A – NOGCC Well Data Table
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Appendix A) Data about the NOGCC-sampled wells from the online public database for depth
constraints to the various layers in the subsurface. Depths to each layer are displayed in meters, and
start from an assumed elevation of 0 m. Wells “Korus 3 – 6” are exclusive to the Korus crosssection (Figure 3), and provide data regarding the first 30 m of recent sediment, whereas all the
NOGCC wells image the Paleozoic layers buried beneath said sediment. Only wells Nygren 44-33
and Sorenson, Harry C 1 (the highlighted rows) were used for depth info. Since the GRAVMAG
modelling software was limited in the number of layers it can image, the actual layers from the
NOGCC wells that were combined into singular layers for the model are grouped based on their
color (Blue = Pennsylvanian, Pink = Dev/Sil/Ordo, Purple = Lower Paleozoic), and the depth
reading at the very top of each interface is listed in bold. The Sorenson wells were used to provide
thickness constraints for the south side of the modelled cross-section, while the Nygren wells were
used for the north side.
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Appendix B – Raw Gravity Data from Fieldwork Profile

11/18/2017
UNL Base 1
Yutan 1
Yutan 1
Yutan 2
Yutan 2
Yutan 3
Yutan 3
Yutan 4
Yutan 4
Yutan 5
Yutan 5
Yutan 6
Yutan 6
Yutan 7
Yutan 7
Yutan 8
Yutan 8
Yutan 9
Yutan 9
Yutan 10
Yutan 10
Yutan 11
Yutan 11
Yutan 12
Yutan 13
Yutan 13
Yutan 14
Yutan 14
Yutan 15
Yutan 15
Yutan 16
Yutan 16
UNL Base 2

Time
(UTM)
16:02:32
16:03:14
16:04:01
17:47:09
17:51:13
18:13:30
18:16:48
18:23:36
18:26:16
18:31:01
18:32:44
18:39:25
18:41:16
18:46:12
18:49:33
18:57:20
19:00:53
19:10:01
19:11:56
19:17:22
19:19:22
19:27:58
19:29:25
19:39:10
19:40:45
19:48:18
20:07:48
20:09:28
20:17:56
20:23:32
20:30:37
20:32:13
20:39:58
20:41:18

22:21:43
22:22:57
22:24:05

Time
(s)
57752
57794
57841
64029
64273
65610
65808
66216
66376
66661
66764
67165
67276
67572
67773
68240
68453
69001
69116
69442
69562
70078
70165
70750
70845
71298
72468
72568
73076
73412
73837
73933
74398
74478
80503
80577
80645

Reading

Time
Diff (s)
0

Drift
Correction
0

DC Reading
(mGal)
3339.993

Abs Grav
(mGal)
980217.832

3323.191

6355

0.13196491

3323.055035

980200.894

7913

0.1643159

3323.927684

980201.766

8500

0.176504624 3324.418495

980202.257

8917

0.185153012 3325.022347

980202.861

9425

0.195701345 3325.663299

980203.502

9877

0.20508687

3326.606913

980204.446

10551

0.219082099 3327.143418

980204.982

11263

0.233866377 3327.591634

980205.430

11706

0.243075405 3327.797925

980205.637

12326

0.255938972 3327.939561

980205.778

13002

0.269975731 3328.085524

980205.924

13502
14722

0.280368331 3327.251632
0.305700942 3325.479799

980205.090
980203.318

15448

0.320775923 3325.295224

980203.134

16089

0.334085926 3324.900414

980202.739

16642

0.345568659 3323.109931

980200.949

3323.183
3324.094
3324.09
3324.583
3324.607
3325.21
3325.205
3325.865
3325.853
3326.81
3326.814
3327.355
3327.37
3327.832
3327.819
3328.013
3328.069
3328.207
3328.184
3328.304
3328.407
3327.532
3325.786
3325.785
3325.612
3325.62
3325.238
3325.231
3323.454
3323.457

3340.463
3340.467
3340.468

22779

0.473

3339.993

980217.832
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Appendix B) (previous page) The table of all the gravity readings taken along the profile at Yutan, NE.
The two readings for each point (except point 12) are listed first along with the UTM time at which they
were taken, followed by the drift correction each data point’s averaged reading receives to become an
averaged drift corrected reading, which is then able to be tied to the absolute gravity value of UNL in
the right-hand column. There is still an error in this column, as indicated by the fact that points 1 and
16 do not have identical absolute gravity values despite being in the same exact location. This is a
result of the instrument drift not just of between UNL and the field, but between the start and end of the
Yutan field survey itself.
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Appendix C – Local Drift Corrections for Yutan Profile

Point #
Yutan 1
Yutan 2
Yutan 3
Yutan 4
Yutan 5
Yutan 6
Yutan 7
Yutan 8
Yutan 9
Yutan 10
Yutan 11
Yutan 12
Yutan 13
Yutan 14
Yutan 15
Yutan 16

Yutan DC
0
0.008314218
0.011446725
0.013669364
0.01638029
0.018792374
0.022389153
0.026188719
0.028555443
0.031861385
0.035468838
0.03813974
0.044650232
0.048524508
0.051945184
0.054896251

Yutan DC
Reading
3323.055035
3323.91937
3324.407049
3325.008678
3325.646918
3326.588121
3327.121029
3327.565445
3327.769369
3327.9077
3328.050055
3327.213492
3325.435149
3325.2467
3324.848469
3323.055035

Abs Grav
(mGal)
980200.894
980201.758
980202.246
980202.847
980203.486
980204.427
980204.960
980205.404
980205.608
980205.746
980205.889
980205.052
980203.274
980203.085
980202.687
980200.894

Appendix C) This table shows the components of the drift correction applied to all the Yutan gravity
points as a method to counteract the instrument drift accumulated from the time spent conducting the
survey in the field. The values are listed in order of point collection, so 1 is first and 16 is last. They are
corrected properly in this table because the drift-corrected reading for point 1 and point 16 (highlighted)
are identical despite the time difference between when these two points were gathered at the same
location. From these accurate drift-corrected readings, the true absolute gravity values for each Yutan
data point are assigned, which is the value that will serve as a baseline for the other gravity corrections.
Yutan DC = Drift Correction for each Yutan gravity data point
Yutan DC Reading (mGal) = drift corrected average relative gravity reading, obtained by subtracting the
Yutan DC from the DC Reading in Appendix B.
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Appendix D – Absolute Gravity Values for Yutan Profile Data Points

Appendix D) This table lists all the gravity data points in order of increasing distance progressing
south along the Yutan gravity profile. Also included are each point’s corresponding distance (m),
elevation (m), latitude (decimal), and Absolute Gravity value tied over from the procedure outlined in
the Methodology section (mGal). Google Earth Pro was used to decide on the distance, elevation, and
latitude for each point.
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Appendix E – Gravity Corrections

Appendix E) This table outlines the theoretical, free-air, and Bouguer corrections applied to each data
point that has been converted into absolute gravity. Methods for calculating the various gravity
anomaly values are listed in the Gravity section of Methodology, and the data points are listed in order
of increasing distance. All values are listed in mGal.
Theoretical = Latitude correction
Theoretical
FAC = Free-air Correction
BC = Bouguer Correction

Abs-Theor Diff = Difference between Absolute and
FA Anom = Free-air Anomaly
BA Anom = Bouguer Anomaly
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Appendix F – Raw Magnetic Data from Fieldwork Profile

Pt.

Dist (m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

30.2
46.6
63.0
79.4
95.8
112.2
128.6
145.0
161.4
177.8
194.2
210.6
227.0
243.4
259.8
276.2
292.7
309.1
325.5
341.9
358.3
374.7
391.1
407.5
423.9
440.3
456.7
473.1
489.5
505.9
522.3
538.7
555.1
571.5
587.9
604.3
620.7

UTM
Time
12:10
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
12:40
12:42
12:44
12:46
12:48
12:50
12:51
12:52
12:53
12:54
12:55
12:57
12:58
12:59
13:00
13:03
13:04
13:06
13:07
13:08
13:09
13:10
13:12
13:13
13:14
13:16
13:20
13:21

Reading 1
(nT)
53034.0
53022.9
53070.8
53050.2
53005.4
53006.3
54019.2
53013.8
53001.7
53007.1
53013.2
53026.2
52989.9
52962.5
52990.2
52989.0
52985.3
52983.6
52960.8
52970.2
52973.7
52740.2
52946.6
52945.1
52959.2
52981.6
52984.0
52985.7
53006.7
53002.7
52962.8
52968.2
52962.2
52979.6
52996.5
52976.9
52975.9

Noise 1
(nT)
0.13
0.09
0.13
0.14
0.09
0.10
0.79
0.70
0.10
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.12
0.11
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.12
0.08
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.13
0.08
0.11
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07

Reading 2
(nT)
53053.5
53022.7
53061.3
53056.7
53005.5
53003.4
54000.5
53014.8
53005.8
53001.7
53012.8
53026.6
52989.7
52961.6
52986.5
52988.8
52985.0
52982.4
52965.6
52970.1
52968.2
52740.9
52948.3
52943.0
52958.7
52982.8
52983.9
52986.6
53007.3
53002.6
52961.3
52968.4
52963.5
52979.5
52996.6
52979.8
52974.0

Noise 2
(nT)
0.18
0.09
0.13
0.17
0.08
0.10
0.79
0.11
0.08
0.07
0.10
0.10
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.13
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.02
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.11
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.07
0.07

Reading 3
(nT)
53005.1
53023.0
53046.5
53057.4
53004.6
53005.5
53999.3
53015.5
53006.6
53000.5
53013.7
53026.3
52990.0
52961.9
52990.5
52988.6
52984.7
52986.2
52873.7
52970.3
52968.4
52742.6
52947.0
52950.1
52956.0
52982.3
52984.2
52985.8
53012.5
53000.8
52961.1
52968.4
52958.8
52979.6
52996.1
53008.8
52979.1

Noise 3
(nT)
0.10
0.08
0.11
0.20
0.09
0.10
0.82
0.12
0.09
0.07
0.09
0.11
0.08
0.07
0.11
0.07
0.09
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.09
0.08
0.09
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.07
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44

637.1
653.5
669.9
686.4
702.8
719.2
735.6

13:22
13:24
13:25
13:27
13:28
13:29
13:30

52978.5
52963.8
52972.0
52960.1
52972.8
52909.5
52939.7

0.12
0.07
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.12

52981.0
52964.3
52971.3
52960.1
52973.5
52910.5
52939.6

0.09
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.09

52980.1
52964.0
52972.9
52960.2
52973.7
52910.5
52939.8

0.08
0.08
0.10
0.07
0.11
0.06
0.09

Appendix F) Table for collected magnetic data for entire Yutan profile. Of the 44 readings, readings
7 and 22 are erroneous presumably due to the presence of metallic interference objects, and thus are
not included in any analysis or modelling. Unlike the gravity profile, each magnetic reading is taken
another 50 ft south along the profile, causing a steady drop in latitude while longitude remains
untouched. Google Earth Pro was used to provide the final listed values for the latitude, longitude,
and elevation of each data point.
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Appendix G – Magnetic Anomaly Calculations

Pt.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Dist.
30.2
46.6
63.0
79.4
95.8
112.2
128.6
145.0
161.4
177.8
194.2
210.6
227.0
243.4
259.8
276.2
292.7
309.1
325.5
341.9
358.3
374.7
391.1
407.5
423.9
440.3
456.7
473.1
489.5
505.9
522.3
538.7
555.1
571.5
587.9
604.3
620.7

Elev.
377.0
376.0
375.3
375.0
374.3
374.3
373.7
373.0
372.4
371.7
371.7
371.7
371.7
371.7
371.7
371.4
371.4
371.7
371.1
370.1
370.1
370.1
370.1
370.1
370.4
370.7
371.4
372.0
372.0
372.0
372.4
372.4
372.7
373.4
373.7
374.3
374.0

Lat.
41.23269
41.23253
41.23239
41.23222
41.23206
41.23191
41.23175
41.23161
41.23144
41.23131
41.23114
41.23100
41.23083
41.23067
41.23053
41.23036
41.23022
41.23006
41.22992
41.22975
41.22961
41.22944
41.22928
41.22914
41.22897
41.22883
41.22867
41.22850
41.22836
41.22822
41.22806
41.22789
41.22775
41.22758
41.22744
41.22728
41.22714

Long.
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703

Avg Rdg
53030.9
53022.9
53059.5
53054.8
53005.2
53005.1
54006.3
53014.7
53004.7
53003.1
53013.2
53026.4
52989.9
52962.0
52989.1
52988.8
52985.0
52984.1
52933.4
52970.2
52970.1
52741.2
52947.3
52946.1
52958.0
52982.2
52984.0
52986.0
53008.8
53002.0
52961.7
52968.3
52961.5
52979.6
52996.4
52988.5
52976.3

Amb.
53404.5
53404.4
53404.4
53404.3
53404.2
53404.1
53404.1
53404.0
53404.0
53403.9
53403.8
53403.8
53403.7
53403.6
53403.6
53403.5
53403.5
53403.4
53403.3
53403.3
53403.2
53403.1
53403.0
53402.9
53402.8
53402.7
53402.7
53402.5
53402.5
53402.4
53402.3
53402.2
53402.2
53402.1
53402.0
53401.9
53401.8

Amb.
53509
53509
53509
53509
53509
53509
53509
53509
53508
53508
53508
53508
53508
53508
53508
53508
53508
53508
53508
53508
53508
53508
53507
53507
53507
53507
53507
53507
53507
53507
53507
53507
53507
53507
53506
53506
53506

Anomaly Anomaly USGS
(nT)
(nT)
(nT)
-373.6
-478.1 -492.9
-381.5
-486.1 -494.0
-344.9
-449.5 -495.4
-349.5
-454.2 -496.7
-399.0
-503.8 -497.8
-399.0
-503.9 -499.1
602.2
497.3
-500.0
-389.3
-494.3 -501.3
-399.3
-503.3 -502.5
-400.8
-504.9 -503.6
-390.6
-494.8 -504.7
-377.4
-481.6 -506.0
-413.8
-518.1 -507.3
-441.6
-546.0 -508.4
-414.5
-518.9 -509.6
-414.7
-519.2 -510.8
-418.5
-523.0 -512.0
-419.3
-523.9 -513.0
-469.9
-574.6 -514.3
-433.1
-537.8 -515.4
-433.1
-537.9 -516.6
-661.9
-766.8 -518.0
-455.7
-559.7 -518.9
-456.8
-560.9 -520.3
-444.8
-549.0 -521.3
-420.5
-524.8 -522.6
-418.7
-523.0 -523.9
-416.5
-521.0 -524.8
-393.7
-498.2 -525.7
-400.4
-505.0 -526.9
-440.6
-545.3 -528.2
-433.9
-538.7 -529.2
-440.7
-545.5 -530.5
-422.5
-527.4 -531.6
-405.6
-509.6 -532.8
-413.4
-517.5 -533.9
-425.5
-529.7 -535.1
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44

637.1
653.5
669.9
686.4
702.8
719.2
735.6

375.0
374.7
375.0
375.7
376.0
376.3
376.3

41.22697
41.22683
41.22667
41.22650
41.22636
41.22619
41.22606

96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703
96.3703

52979.9
52964.0
52972.1
52960.1
52973.3
52910.2
52939.7

53401.7
53401.6
53401.6
53401.5
53401.4
53401.3
53401.2

53506
53506
53506
53506
53506
53506
53506

-421.8
-437.6
-429.5
-441.4
-428.1
-491.1
-461.5

-526.1
-542.0
-533.9
-545.9
-532.7
-595.8
-566.3

-536.1
-537.2
-538.3
-539.3
-540.3
-541.2
-541.9

Appendix G) Table for the ambient and anomalous magnetic field calculations. The green columns are
the ambient and anomalous magnetic field as calculated using the NOAA Magnetic Field Calculator
(see Figure 7a, https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/calculators/magcalc.shtml). The orange columns
are the ambient and anomalous magnetic field as calculated using the BGS IGRF Synthesis Form (see
Figure 7b, http://www.geomag.bgs.ac.uk/data_service/models_compass/igrf_form.shtml). The righthand column lists the USGS magnetic anomaly values for the study’s profile line (Bankey et al., 2002).
All ambient magnetic field calculations were done for 11/18/2017, and using the latitude, longitude, and
elevation of each data point.
AvgRdg = average magnetic reading from Table 5a, in nT.
Amb. = Ambient magnetic field, in nT.
Anomaly = magnetic anomaly reading, in nT
Dist = distance along profile, in m

Elev = elevation, in m
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